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EDITORIAL 

Since I last wrote, the Alexandra Palace Exhibition and the Longleat Mobile Rally have come and 
gone. The former was very enjoyable. Many old and new friends came to the stand and twelve new 
members were enrolled on the stand. Several applications arrived later by post. Thanks to Les and 
Barry for all their hard work in setting up our half of the stand. The other half was occupied by 19 Air 
Portable Bde. HQ and Signal Regt. who ran a live teleprinter link back to Colchester. 
There was plenty of room to move around as there were not very many exhibitors. The majority were 
saving their main effort for the ARRA Exhibition at Leicester in the Autumn. Even so I should 
adjudge the exhibition to have been a success and most enjoyable. 
We had a busy time on our stand at Longleat. The rain held off until about 3 p.m. so we were able to 
set up in the dry. The Talk-In station had about eighty contacts, not all mobile of course. Eight new 
members enrolled and a modest amount of stores were sold. Many old and new friends called at the 
tent which was situated next to 30 Signal Regt's admirable information display. The Corps band 
played retreat in front of the house for half an hour 6.30p.m. Thus the Corps had a good presence at 
this most popular of rallies. 
This issue contains a number of items of interest. Cyril GW3ASW has sent us an admirable article 
dealing with the measurement of SWR and Power Output. It is based on considerable development 
work carried out by himself. 
A letter with a copy of their Bulletin has been received from the Hon Press Officer of the British 
Vintage Wireless Society Mr. D. W. P. Grey of 93 Wycombe Lane, Wooburn Lane, High Wycombe. 
With the kind permission of the Editor I reproduce one of the articles in it - The Magnetic Detector. 
Others will follow. 
Those who are interested in this aspect of the hobby can get in touch with them through their 
Secretary, Mr. Jon Hill, 11 Gainsborough Gardens, Hampstead, London NW3. 
On the subject of things historic something outstanding has come my way, a letter from the RSGB to 
Kenneth G2DX and the text of three talks given by him over 2LO in 1924. The latter is reproduced 
just as he typed it at the time complete with corrections and under-linings. There is also a copy of a 
page from the BBC house magazine of the time. We are very much indebted to Kenneth for making 
this available to us and allowing us to publish it. 
Something rather more modern is an article reproduced from Electronics Today International by kind 
permission of the Editor Mr. H. W. Moorshead which I hope will be of interest and assistance to 
members. 
Right up to date is information on CEEFAX sent in by Mr John Fleming, research assistant at the 
BBC Television Centre. He is responsible for the Amateur Radio pages which are on 268 on BBC 2. 
He says that if any of our members have strong or even not so strong opinions about the service he 
would like to hear from them. He would be pleased to receive any Amateur Radio news at any time at 
the above address. The relevant pages are updated weekly. 
There is a change in RSARS administration. In future please send all your orders for stores complete 
with cheque, postal order, etc. direct to Major Ray Webb. Address inside front cover and NOT to me. 
This means that cheques for stores and subscriptions MUST be kept separate. Cheques for 
subscriptions must continue to be sent to me. 
We entertained the Wessex Amateur Radio Group on the afternoon of Sunday, July 24th. They were 
talked into the H.Q. carpark by their Secretary, Colonel Geof. Cole G4EMN.  
After looking round the Museum for half an hour they moved into Princess Mary Hall where they 
were shown the colour film of Signal View and part II of the training film on aerials. After a further 
period in the Museum they moved on to G4RS where Les and Barry were in attendance.  
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DISCUSSION & PRACTICABLE APPROACH TO THE WATT-METER 
(by FIVE-59) 

(Author's Copyright retained) 

The measurement of Standing Wave Ratios and the monitoring of SSB transmissions is not only a 
requirement but a necessity and in these days of high prices unless one has the 'necessary' and/or a 
sympathetic Bank Manger it can prove extremely expensive. As far as SWR ratios are concerned the 
requirement is satisfied by the use of homebuilt units, which can, with thought, be easily calibrated 
not only in SWR terms but also in POWER OUTPUT. This is discussed more fully below. Certainly 
no station today appears to be without the ubiquitous SWR meter - either HB or £sd! A number of 
manufactured "species" appear duly calibrated in SWR & POWER, but they all suffer from the same 
disadvantage that they must be calibrated for each band due to their frequency dependency. A better 
approach appears to be a meter that requires only one calibration for all bands! I refer to the 
DIRECTIONAL WATTMETER. 

I have no intention of entering upon a full technical treatise, as there are amongst us those far more 
capable than I. However a few brief references will be necessary, and in so quoting I shall endeavour 
to remain well and truly inside my own 'fence'. 

A comparison of the SWR meter-v-Wattmeter must be made. The SWR meter operates by 
induction, rectification, then metering. These induced voltages are frequency conscious because the 
HIGHER in frequency the larger the induced volts whilst at the same time the reactance of the 
coupling capacitor (between the thro' line and pick-up loop) REDUCES with frequency. It is for this 
reason that the power required for FSD is greater on the lower frequencies than on the higher. The 
position of the meter in the line appears to affect the FSD reading, for example, when two meters are 
cascaded. This shows up when I use my linear (it has its own built in SWR circuitry) as different 
readings between them always occur. At one time I was told that this effect was caused by 'suck in'.... 
whatever that may mean? Personally I think it is a function of line positioning in relation to 
wavelength because when using a Wattmeter in line - in any position - readings of SWR tally. The 
WATTMETER samples and compares both the VOLTAGE & CURRENT along the line. How? Let's 
go back to those wearisome lectures on AC line theory. If you're rusty any good text- book will 
inform you that voltage on a line has 2 components - the forward (Ef) and the reflected (Er). If we 
look at these as phasor diagrams it is seen that the phasor sum of Ef + Er represents the RMS voltage 
at ANY point along the line. When both are in phase we have a "volts maximum" and when both are 
out of phase we have a "volts minimum" condition. Exactly the same is true of current (I). It is 
important to note that at any point along the line the reflected components of E and I are exactly 180 
degrees out-of-phase. The Wattmeter measures and records both, by measuring the PWR forward 
against the PWR reflected. The mathematics are simply stated:- 

  
 ) where Zo is the line impedance 
) (this is just another way of writing 

 ) I2R forward or reverse) 
 

so Power delivered to the line is Pf - Pr. Loverly grub!   
While American publications have from time to time published both theoretical and practical articles 

on these instruments little has been attempted in any of the publications of British origin that I have 
seen. None of them make any really good attempt to show simple methods of calibration. Let's have a 
look at Fig 1. The principle of this type of meter is best understood by making reference to the 
MICROMATCH which is still discussed in contemporary USA Manuals. It is worth reading up. It 
suffers, as do others of this design, from overheating of the "sensing" or "sampling" resistor. The 
Wattmeter under discussion does not. 
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DISCUSSION & PRACTICABLE APPROACH TO THE WATT-METER. - Contd. 
The voltage sampled is taken from the capacitive divider of C1/C3 and C2/C4 and the current from 

the toroid coil. (The line acts as a one-turn link). This coil, with its associated resistors, creates a 
voltage and causes current to flow. It is very important that these resistors are kept to a small value 
compared to the coil reactance. They will then have little effect upon the coil current and so are 
independent of frequency. Purists may argue, quite correctly, that large voltages can be induced into 
the toroid of up to 80 or more volts; in practice the actual voltages "flying around" are very low 
indeed and are those appearing across R1 and R2 only. The effective range of the meter is limited at 
the LF end when the coil reactance becomes so low that the resistors introduce phase error. To avoid 
this, very low values of R are used. At the higher frequencies the self-resonance of the coil will limit 
its performance. The meter described below works exceedingly well up to 29 MHz which is the 
highest frequency tested. The value of R is between 10-47 ohm (see calibration). The "tail" lengths of 
these R's must be kept as short as is practicable, as they form part of the inductive loop. 
The Circuit 

The general principle has been explained but it is important to emphasise that certain components 
must be as closely matched as possible. These are the two resistances mentioned above and the 330 
µµF capacitors (C3/C4). It is NOT the actual values that matter so much as the 'pairing'. Values in my 
unit are 17 ohms (low 18's) and 320 µµF. (These are R/C bridge readings). The two diodes must also 
be closely matched for both their forward and backward readings. I have used Germanium point 
contact types AA119 or OA91. The two electrolytic capacitors C7, C8 can be ignored at this point - 
their use will become evident later on. 

They have no effect whatsoever upon the RMS reading with which we are at present concerned. For 
the record, they should be 15V wkg or better. Except for the RF head, layout can be more or less at 
the constructors discretion but PCB mounting is advisable as it gives short lead lengths and a balanced 
layout. As shown, it is in three parts. If the instrument is made up as one unit then only the screen 
between the RF head and the remainder is necessary. I prefer to have the calibrated unit close to the 
ATU (about 9 feet away) with the meters and switching on the operating position for easy monitoring. 
This is not shown here. 
The RF HEAD 

This is by far the most important part of the assembly, and is so constructed that it is totally screened 
in such a way that, when the lid etc is on, the toroid assembly is about ∙25" away from each side. The 
distance between the in & out terminals is 3" (the box is 3" x 4") but this is purely in the interests of 
symmetry. The toroid is centrally placed on a length of No 10 SWG wire and must be firm when 
cemented into place. The toroid leads are taken away to the multiplier compartment through nylon 
bushes ∙125" on each side of centre and the trimmer capacitors connections ∙375" from centre, also 
through bushes. These capacitors may not be available but it is possible to use a short length of wire 
(insulated thin hook-up wire) and turn around the through lines, about 3-4 turns. Adjustments, as 
described below, are then made by removing a small part of the wire by clipping, cementing the 
balance into place afterwards. Any toroid up to about ∙75" or so overall can be used. I used one with 
∙25" thick core but a thinner one would no doubt suffice. I use 34 SWG only because I happen to have 
a 2lb reel of it - 30 to 36 SWG would be equally satisfactory. In order to set firmly on the line after 
winding I have secured a surplus ∙15" coil former from an old Band 1 TV coil "biscuit" through the 
centre of the toroid which fits nicely and when cemented makes for firm mounting and insulation. 
The multiplier chain 

With the meters used (50µA), placing them in series is the easiest way. There is no reason though 
why  they cannot be mounted  and connected  to come off  in parallel from the junction of RFC and   
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DISCUSSION & PRACTICABLE APPROACH TO THE WATT-METER. - Contd. 
the ∙01 capacitor. Where meters of better sensitivity arc to be used then the multipliers will have to be 
adjusted to suit (see Appendix 1). It is a mater of choice, so long as the TOTAL for each section is 
adjustable for the TOTAL output reading to be calibrated. 
ADJUSTMENT AND CALIBRATION OF THE RF HEAD 

N.B. The R.F. head is adjusted for a specific Zo. Change of Zo say from 50 to 70 ohms, will require 
a re-adjustment. 
ENSURE THAT BOTH METERS ARE "ZEROED" MECHANICALLY 

Though reasonably simple it should be performed with care if an accurate meter is to result. Check 
that all multipliers are at maximum resistance. Switch to the 20 watt position. Connect the left hand 
terminal into your Tx and the right into a non-reactive dummy load to suit the Tx Output. If you have 
an RF ammeter this should be in series with the load. Gradually supply carrier until FSD is indicated 
on the Right meter. The Left meter will also indicate a small current (unless you are lucky). Adjust C1 
carefully with an insulated tool until a minimum is reached. Reverse connection - IN to OUT - and 
repeat, adjusting for minimum, on the C2 trimmer. Repeat this at least twice more until you are 
satisfied that absolute minimum reflection on both meters has been reached. If it has been found 
impossible to reach ZERO on one or both meters, check R1 and R2 for balance. You will more than 
likely find that one of them is slightly lower in value. With care and by careful use of a file the 
resistor can be "filed up".* If this produces no improvement then you will have to try a slightly higher 
resistor value and go through it all again. By careful choice of components before testing, I have only 
needed to do the initial adjustment on five units that I have made. With my latest model I started off 
with 12 ohms and finally settled for 17 (nominal 18 ohms) but this was because both meters refused to 
zero. 

For Wattage calibration see Appendix 1. 

METER CALIBRATION:- THE POWER SCALE 
At this stage it must be mentioned that the voltage appearing at the diodes is derived both from the 
current and the actual voltage and is proportional to the forward or the reflected component. So power 
itself must vary as the square of the Fwd and Ref components detected, and provided the meter scale 
itself is linear it can be calibrated to read power directly. Most meters follow the square law rule 
which is another way of saying that a meter of 100µµA FSD for MAX power will indicate ONE 
QUARTER of Max power at 50µµA and ONE SIXTEENTH of max pwr at 25µµA. The meter 
automatically does the squaring, and with complete disregard to any STANDING WAVES! Once you 
have decided what max power your meter is intended to register then it can be found by the formula:- 
 
where S = the Max value of the linear scale, x = power to be calculated and W = the maximum power 
(FSD) which coincides with S (see also below). This DIRECT method permits the meter to be 
calibrated before its installation in the instrument. Provided the scale has ample calibration points then 
this method is to be preferred. However if your meter has no calibrated scale it will have to be 
calibrated with the aid of the RF ammeter mentioned above. I2R calculations will have to be checked 
off against the meter reading; "I" being the indicated AE current into the DUMMY LOAD and 
multiplied by the dummy load R itself. If you have to resort to this method ensure that the RF meter is 
accurate. Most of the RF meters on the surplus market are hopelessly inaccurate, as I have found to 
my cost. Alternatively reference will have to he made to a known, and calibrated, Wattmeter. 

* Filing a resistor causes its value to INCREASE - just file a little bit at a time. 
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THE MAGNETIC DETECTOR. - Contd. 
In 1897, Professor Ernest Wilson modified Rutherford's detector to make it automatically restore itself 
in preparation for the next signal. In 1902, Marconi wound two coils on a soft iron core and subjected 
the core to a continuous magnetisation cycle by rotating a magnet in the vicinity of the core. One of 
the coils was connected to an aerial-earth system so that a pulse of radiation would cause the soft iron 
core to re-adjust its magnetisation condition by an amount which depended on which part of the 
hysteresis cycle it happened to be in when the pulse arrived at the aerial. This readjustment resulted in 
a change of flux linking the second coil and hence generated a small e.m.f. in this coil. Headphones 
connected to the second coil responded with a series of sounds corresponding to those arriving at the 
receiving aerial (Fig 2). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The final version of the magnetic detector developed by Marconi kept the magnets stationary and fed 
a continuous band of soft iron wires through the coils (Fig 3). This detector was used extensively from 
about 1903 and became the standard form of detector used by marine wireless operators throughout 
the world. 
 It is not immediately evident to the modern wireless historian that the magnetic detector can be (and 
was) used for wireless telephony as well as telegraphy. Professor R A Fessenden was experimenting 
with radio telephony as early as 1900 and he invented several types of magnetic detector. By 1903 he 
was able to transmit moderately intelligible speech using a spark transmitter! On December 11th 1906 
he was able to demonstrate radio telephony over a distance of 10 miles from the National Electric 
Signalling Company's 2 Kilowatt transmitter at Brant Rock to Plymouth, Massachusetts. Ships 
wireless operators listening for the usual morse signals heard, to their utter astonishment, violin music 
and speech coming over their headphones. Their magnetic detectors were, in the questionable jargon 
of a later age, demodulating the incoming signals. 
1906 was also the year of the crystal. This was the year in which Dunwoody, Austin and Pickard 
introduced different versions of the crystal rectifier the principle of which had been discovered as 
early as 1873 by Professor Ferdinand Braun of Berlin (Braun took the Nobel prize jointly with 
Marconi in 1909). The crystal detector was certainly more sensitive than the magnetic detector but it 
never really replaced it - the magnetic detector was always considered the more reliable aboard ship. 
The two detectors co-existed for many years and continued to be used well into the 'Thermionic Valve 
Age'. 
Magnetic detectors are not often found in private collections and I am most grateful to Bill Journeaux 
who kindly allowed me to make use of his instrument for a recent demonstration lecture on the 'Early 
Days of Radio' and to continue using it to make a few basic measurements. The poor sensitivity of the 
magnetic detector for radio telephony is really quite surprising. I recently connected a modern solid 
state digital microammeter in the telephone circuit of a simple crystal receiver tuned to BBC-3 and 
measured a full hundred microamps. Using the same 75ft aerial, a Burndept Mk V tuner and the 
Marconi magnetic detector, it was barely possible to measure one microamp. 
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THE MAGNETIC DETECTOR. - Contd. 
A full explanation of the mode of action of the magnetic detector as a rectifier of a modulated R.F. 
carrier wave is not easy to find in existing literature (ancient or modern) if it exists at all. The best 
account of the action that I have read can be found in J Erskine-Murray's book: A Handbook of 
Wireless Telegraphy, Crosby Lockwood, London 1907. This account is in fact taken from D.W.H.    
Eccles' paper in a contemporary issue of the Philisophical Magazine. While this account is very 
thorough, it needs some modification to assist the modern reader to see the device as a rectifier. 
However, Dr Eccles work must be read by the serious student of magnetic detection. We hope to 
include a 'modern account' of the mode of action of the magnetic detector in a subsequent issue of this 
Bulletin. In the meantime, and for those who wish to do their own measurements on a simple home-
made magnetic detector, the coil resistances of the Marconi version are 33∙5 ohm (aerial coil) and 149 
ohms (telephone coil) and the speed of the soft iron endless loop is about ¾" per second (4" diameter 
pulleys revolving' at about 4 r.p.m.). 
Once again, I wish to thank Mr H.H. Journeaux for the loan of his Marconi Magnetic Detector - a 
beautiful instrument tested at the HMS 'Vernon' Wireless Testing Dept on 26th September 1910 and 
still protected in its original robustly made packing case. 
 

o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
 

HERE AND THERE 
Kit Hall. DA2WN, RSARS 0404, G4EMX, writes from 21 Signal Regt., RAF Gutersloh. He says that 
DA2WN will be closing down from 10 June after which G4EMX will be active from UK. He will be 
active at first from Alton, Hants and then from Catterick Garrison. He thanks all those who have 
worked with him during the past three years, whether at his home, operating mobile or /P on 
detachment. He mentions for the information of anyone going to Germany that second RSARS VHF 
frequency is 144∙270 MHz SSB in the Herford, Bielefeld and Gutersloh area. Every Wednesday 
evening at 2000 MET the call signs to look for are DA1WJ, DA4BB, DA2AM (RAFARS), DA2PS, 
when VHF propagation conditions are above normal. Finally, he hopes to be active mobile via 
GB3SN repeater as soon as he gets home. We shall look forward to hearing you on the RSARS nets. 
Kit. 
Major C.E. Hooker (Chuck) RSARS 0067, VE3CQH of 1st Canadian Signal Regt., CFB Kingston, 
Kingston, Ontario is being posted in the summer. His new address will be : Headquarters Mobile 
Command, CFB St Hubert, St Hubert, Quebec, Canada. He will let us know his new call sign in due 
course. He sends 73s to Peter Reader and Des Barry. 
Meredith Rhodes RSARS 0723, WB6JXC of 850 So Orchard Ave., Vacaville, California, USA is 
coming to this country and from about 15 May 1977 his address will be 64 Green End, Braughingh, 
Herts. He and Mrs Rhodes will be at that address for a year to 18 months. Let us know when you are 
coming Blandford way. OM. 
Capt. P. D. Smith RSARS 0410 has returned to UK and his home call sign G3PNM. His address is 
now: 12 Clevelands Ave., Cheltenham, Glos. GL40 4PS. 
S/Sgt (Y of S) K. P. Straw RSARS 0811 writes that he returned from New Zealand last December 
after Ex Long Hook when he held the call sign ZL2ATE. He is now at 2nd Armd Div HQ and Signals 
Regt., BFPO 46. His G and DA2 calls are in the pipeline. We hope we shall be hearing you soon.  
Patrick Hartigan No 1296 of Blacktoft House, Blacktoft, Goole, Yorks., and The Hall, Repton School, 
Repton, Yorkshire is now G4FYX. 
C.A. Dodd, GM3XMZ No.0065 of 7 Ninian Drive, Virkie, Shetland is now active on RTTY, mainly 
on 80 and 20 metres.   
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HERE AND THERE - Contd. 
A long air letter has been received from Harry Stickley RSARS 0726, late of Astove Island and ex 
VQ9HCS. The parts of general interest are quoted below. We hope you soon get your equipment back 
and shall be looking out for that new call, 3D6BP. Good luck in your new job, Harry.  

PO Box 99, Amsterdam, 
Eastern Transvaal, 2385, 
Republic of South Africa. 

Left the island at the end of October last year having been offered this job with Swazi Commercial 
Radio by Stan Gobbi (3D6AU) the chief engineer and although I was reluctant to leave, its still the 
only way of living, there seemed to be no future ahead. 
No new owner turned up with plans or money to run the place and although I quite enjoyed living 
there on my own for the last seven months I felt that I would be a fool to turn down a well paid job 
like this one, but don't be surprised if its not the last you have seen of Harry in the Indian Ocean. Have 
applied for a 3D6 call sign but as the post office has been Africanised it looks as if its going to take 
some time, as is my gear arriving here, which I know was landed in a damaged condition at Durban in 
December and it did in fact get to within about 40 Km of me in January, but as my agents had 
informed me that Ermelo was the destination I hadn't thought of checking all the railway stations in 
the Transvaal, so when the gear arrived at Piet Retief it was returned to Durban as unclaimed and I am 
still trying to get it back. The station here is almost as isolated as Astove being just inside the 
Swaziland border about 7 Km up a beaten (up) track, surrounded by hills and man made forests at 
about 4000 ft, (lovely DX position), we are completely self contained with our own generators, three 
Cummings diesels and we run three transmitters on 3223, 4980, 6155 and 1376 KH/s. 
We have the Harris SW100 a 100KW job which we run at 50 (that should get me through the QRM 
on 80m), a RCA 10KW job used as back up and the Continental 50KW on 1378, the latter an 
interesting transmitter as it was made for Radio England in the good old pirate days. 
We have five phased verticals for the medium wave and two short skip logs for the short, all beaming 
south. 
I would like to discount a couple of malicious rumours circulating the amateur world. I was not 
impounded at Jan Smuts airport, they only insisted that my goatskins went into quarantine for six 
months or that I was arrested for prowling the streets of Johannesburg with a shotgun looking for my 
evening meal, any fool knows that you wouldn't expect to find pigs or chickens in the middle of a 
city, I was looking round the outskirts. 
But all turned out well, I was rescued by one of the station engineers and whisked away for a crash 
course in civilised living and they are so pleased with my progress that they now let me out on my 
own.  
The good thing about this type of job is that it will give me plenty of time to be very active on the 
bands if and when the licence and gear arrives, there is no shortage of power so I will at long last be 
able to use the linear which I have had for years and never been able to use and there is a 60ft mast 
just waiting for my beam. 
Didn't get too many of the boys before I left the island but it wasn't for the want of trying, there was 
no skip in the afternoon except to Cyprus and Australia but I used to pull in G4RS in the evening and 
we had regular chats but not many of the boys coming up and of course the QRM getting worse as the 
evening rolled on. 
Have not heard 9M2DQ for some time and heard nothing of Maurice since he returned but will be 
looking for them, my regards please to the boys on the local net. 
Well that's about all from slightly damp and misty Swaziland so I will close wishing you very best 73. 
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HERE AND THERE - Contd. 
Sgt Wilkins, VP1JJ, RSARS 0056. writes from Force Workshops REME, Belize, BFPO 12. They 
now have accommodation for their club with their club and their own call sign VP1APC. Their 
equipment is at present a KW2000E on which they are working quite a bit of DX. Some time in the 
future they hope to mount a quad on their 80ft mast. During the hurricane season all aerials have to be 
lowered on the approach of one. 
They work a number of USA Military Clubs, Panama, Guantanamo Bay Cuba etc. They also work 
into the Ex-G Club net each Sunday at 1900Z on 14⋅346 MHz. They have been lent an Oscar rig by 
AMSAT-USA which is 144/28, CW only. They are anxious to obtain technical literature and any bits 
and pieces which would help future members if any RSARS members would oblige. If anyone is 
posted out to Belize and has any equipment which he does not need for his own use - e.g. a amal1 CW 
rig. PLEASE bring it out as they could use it. Likewise they would like to put Belize on the VHF 
map. They have some fine 6000ft mountains in the South with lots of water on both sides. So, if 
anyone has a VHF rig complete please let them know and they will try and get it out via RAF. They 
would very much like to use the AMSAT 432/144 link, but again they have no equipment.  
Anyone having a RAE correspondence course is strongly advised to bring it out with them. They are 
anxious to have one given to the club as a basis for instruction. 
John himself left Belize on 22 April, he will be visiting Mexico City and then staying with five 
different USA amateurs before returning to UK. His home call sign is GW8MTC. Come and see us at 
Blandford John as soon as you can. 
John Neville, WA6CEB Ex G3XSP, ZL1BPE RSARS No 0557, writes to say that he has not had a 
contact with G4RS or any of the UK members for a long time now with the exception of ZL1AXM 
Ken and Bill WB6BPA. His last trip back to UK was in 1974 when he revisited G4RS in Blandford. 
He just does not know whether he will make it over to UK this year though he is scheduled to make a 
return visit to ZL and UK at the end of this year. He has not heard Maurice, VS5MC, in Brunei for a 
while but as he is active he will probably run across him before long. He still checks into the Ex-G net 
every Sunday 1900 GMT on 14⋅346 MHz plus or minus listening for any members. 
Allan Herridge, G3IDG, RSARS 0024 writes to let Vic Greenleaves,VE8AM RSARS 1154, know 
that his original number was 0121. In the days when he temporarily gave up membership we reissued 
old numbers so that when he rejoined he could not have his original number back.  
Vic was station manager of the Army Wireless Reserve ARS in the days when he was G3HWB. Since 
arriving in Canada in 1962 he has been VE2BOE, VO2AB and VE1LL. He now lives at White Horse, 
Yukon. From there VE8AM can usually be found between 14⋅185 and 14⋅198 MHz as he finds it 
impossible to locate the RSARS Western Hemisphere net through the American interference. As a 
consequence not many Society calls appear in his logbook.  
Thanks for the information, Alan.  
An SOS for help has been received from Les Cooke G4FMJ  who joined as member No 1330 at 
the Longleat Rally. He is a serving member of the Small Arms School. He believes he is the only 
licensed serving member of this Corps and would be interested to hear from any challengers to this 
assumption. 
The SOS arises from the fact that the current hard financial climate prevents him from investing in the 
standard of equipment to which he would like to become accustomed. He has in fact invested in a 
Panda Cub but, alas, without the circuit diagram and operating instructions. Will anyone who can help 
him with these and anyone who has practical experience in improving or modifying this transmitter 
please get in touch with Les at: 64 Wylye Road, Warminster, Wilts BA12 6PU. 
Change of address: No. 0241, G3RBB, R.B. Boughton, is now: 

VP2AZB, P.O. Box 1203, St. John's, Antigua, British West Indies. 
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HERE AND THERE - Contd. 
On 18 May 1977 G4RS was visited by F. Barnes RSARS 0234, WA8PCT of 3300 Tamba Avenue, 
Cleveland 44109, Ohio, USA accompanied by his daughter. He said that he was impressed by the 
station and that the visit was the highlight of his visit to UK. He was entertained by Barrie G4CZJ and 
Dave Butler G8JMK.  
He very kindly donated the following books to the Society Library: 

Radio Fundamentals - Almstead, Davis and Stone  
The Oscilloscope - Zvick  
Radio Amateurs' Licence Manual - ARRL  
Electronics for Shutterbugs - Brown and Olsen  
Radio Electronics made Simple - Schwartz  
Learning the Radio Telegraph Code - ARRL  
Radio Amateurs' Handbook 1969 - ARRL 

Thanks, OM. 
 
J.N.S. Miller, GM4AGS, RSARS No 0175, of Ingleby, 70 West Road, Newport on Tay, Fife, writes 
to say that R.B. Boughton, G3RBB RSARS No 0241, is now at PO Box 1203, St Johns, Antigua until 
July 1978 and will welcome skeds with RSARS members. He is frequently found around 21⋅285 MHz 
from 1500 to 1700 hrs Z and around 14⋅190 MHz from 2000 to 2100 hrs Z. 
Bob is Senior Engineer with the Caribbean Relay Company, is evidently enjoying himself out there 
and has an excellent DX site. 
Captain Dave Beare, ex VS5DB, No 0611 is now back at Blandford with his home call sign G3UPT. 
Spike Bernard, G4AKQ, No 0366 writes to say that the following members attended the Maidstone 
Mobile Rally and checked in at the special room provided for RSARS by the Rally Committee: 

G4AKQ     G3YCN   G4BNI  
G4CMG     G4DES    G4AOE  
G3UUG     G3NEE    G3ZCV 
G3RYF     G8BOX   G4BWV 

This action by the Committee in again setting this room aside for us is very much appreciated. 
Captain K.G. Melton REME (Ken) No 261, having retired moved his address to 3 Yew Tree Crescent, 
Melton Mowbray, Leics., on 22 June 1976. 
A telephone call was received from John Devereux-Colebourne BRS 34929, RSARS 1278 on 28 July, 
saying that he has passed his RAE, takes his morse test in September and hopes to have his own call 
in October. He recently received a QSL from IK6PB travelling in this country as G5LAN/M. 
SILENT KEYS 
We regret to announce the passing of the following: 
Jack COURT, G3KKF, RSARS 0847, April 1977. 
P.R. SOLDER, G5FA, RSARS 0654, April 1977 
A.G. COLE, GC3GS, RSARS 1164. 
J.A. NORTH, G2KO, RSARS 0836. 
Frank HENNIG, G3GSW, RSARS 0814. On 21 July 1977. Probably best known to us for his 
programme World Radio Club on the BBC Overseas Service. 
If anyone heard any rumours of the demise of G6ZT, RSARS 0503 back in July. I am happy to say 
that they were false. Bert asks us to say that he is very much alive and kicking.   
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As, promised last year, G3CIO was determined to "have another go" at N.F.D. 
Despite our resolutions after the 1976 session, we still didn't get everything right although we lost 

far less operating time than previously. 
A "pre meet" was held at "The Bull" West Tanfield, a delightful little pub out in the back of 

nowhere, between Ripon and Leyburn. It took some finding but eight members and four XYLs 
gathered and nattered. A further "all male" session was arranged for the Tuesday preceding the Jubilee 
week and it was agreed to use the same equipment as before (FT DX 401 and Top Band transverter), 
together with dipoles, a 14 AVQ and a Vee beam for antennas. 
 And so it came to be. 
John (G3WNG) was organiser/co-ordinator/cajoler and by 0900 hrs on Saturday June 11 he and 
G2HNL met on the NFD site, old Kemmel Lines. G3EKL arrived by 0930, very bleary eyed 
following an extremely heavy Mess dinner night, G4CJU rolled in by 10 AM and that was enough to 
make a move. Other members turned up during the morning and afternoon and we had a willing work 
force available right up to opening time. No I don't mean the start of NFD; I mean "opening time" as 
one of the requirements asked of WNG/EKL was a cooled barrel of beer! It was there, it was cool, it 
was lovely! Suitably refreshed, with the aerials erected and slowly being tested out, all seemed set for 
a good session. But the WX changed, clouding over rapidly, and by early evening the heavens opened 
up. Luckily everything seemed to be OK, the Vee (350' a leg) was holding up against the wind, the 
dipoles for 40, 80 and 160 metres stayed and the 14AVQ quivered quietly at the top of a forty foot 
pole. 

No great horrors this year; the Top Band transverter worked well although it didn't like loading into 
the vee; the FT DX 401 performed with satisfaction on all bands although it seemed a little insensitive 
compared to an FRG 7 which was used as a "band checker". 
  All in all, not too bad. We bettered our contact score again and improved our points total by 
14% over last year. 10 metres helped quite a bit here as numerous portable stations were worked on 
the vee which, was firing East/West. The breakdown of points by bands were 160 - 322; 80 - 296; 40 - 
278; 20 - 138; 15 - 191; 10 - 214 making an (unverified) total of 1439 points out of 370 contacts. 

 Our band of helpers this year comprised: 
   G3EJF, G3EKL, G3FMW, G3JZP, G3PCW, G3UNC, G3TAN, G3WNG, 
   G3XAV, G4CJU, G4DQQ, G4FRQ, G4FYK, G8NIV, 

and two keen SWLs Neil and Dave. 
The operating/logging was shared by: 
G3EJF, G3EKL, G3FMW, G3JZP, G3UNC, G3XAV and G4CJU, 
 The power and grub stakes were looked after by G4FYK. 
We were visited over the period by G2HNL, G3DMK and XYL, G3WGM, G3XFV, G8MTV and 
XYL. 
And this brings us to the end of a three year stint by John, G3WNG, as secretary of G3CIO. A glutton 
for punishment, John has worked hard to arouse the enthusiasm of the local fraternity. He has 
succeeded to a small extent and NFD flushes out a large number of willing helpers but there is still a 
handful of licensed amateurs working in the Catterick area who steadfastly refuse to acknowledge or 
assist the local Club. It is a pity because Catterick is a funnel through which many youngsters, Signals 
orientated, pass and with the right approach and facilities I am sure more men could become 
interested in the hobby. John, thank you most sincerely for what you have done, enjoy the warmth of 
the sun in ZC4 and I look forward to meeting you again when you return to the area.  
            
            
    CU on 20? 
           73. G3EKL  
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
 

From: Julian N Jablin RSARS 798, W9IWI. 
9124 North Crawford Ave. 
Skokie  
Illinois 60076 
USA 

Dear OM, 
I imagine that I should first say "Welcome" to you as the new - not so new, now – General  Secretary. 
"Mercury" for Autumn/Winter just arrived (all things come to pass) and I read with pleasure your 
message. Good luck in the post, and all good wishes for DX ... if now you have any time for 
operating! 
You'll not likely hear me on any of the bands. Like so many erstwhile hams in the US, I have become 
converted to two-metre FM, which is not really radio operating, but is so convenient as to make one 
lazy about such things as 40CW And 20SSB. 
My dues are enclosed - for what year I really do not know. I have had the habit of picking up a pound 
note at one of the banks here from time to time and sending it along to RSARS. In the older days, this 
carried me along for quite some time! Now it will keep me honest for just about a year. Please, check 
your records and if I am in arrears at all, let me know so that I can help the British economy along a 
bit. I find this arrangement a good deal easier than cheques or international money orders, which seem 
to be more profitable for your and my banks and governments than for RSARS. 
The article in "Mercury" on "American Morse" was of great interest. My dad was a telegrapher for 
Western Union at least 60 years ago. and that was the code he knew. I have a small collection of 
telegraph keys and sounders, and one day (when I retire and have time for everything) I shall learn the 
landline code to make them work. When I was a boy, and had a messengers job with WU, all of the 
executives who had been telegraphers in their youth had a wire network in the Western Union New 
York HQ building, which they used to talk with one another in preference to the telephone. 
In 1942 I was a radio operator (WOP?) at Allied Force HQ in Algiers along with a lot of your guys 
who must now be members of RSARS. Of course, personal "chat" on the circuits was strictly 
forbidden; this included the exchange of sines, which we were so fond of doing. Many American 
operators had come out of the railroads or telegraph company, and in breaking the regs on gossip, 
slipped back into American Morse. I recall a night when I was new at the job, and the operator in 
Casablanca sent .-- . . to me. Without taking off the phones, I called across to another operator, "what 
does WEE mean?" The signals officer in charge was most unhappy with the whole situation. How did 
I know that the other operator had transmitted "WO" and was an old wire man asking who the 
operator (me) was. 
Enough nostalgia about the bad old days. War may have been hell, but it was our war. 
 
73, 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR - Contd. 

From: Stan Pennington RSARS 672, G3PUV. 
6 The Limes  
Bletchley  
Milton Keynes  
Bucks MK2 2JN 

Sir, 
I read in the Mercury the interesting proposal by ZC4AU that the Society run a 'Sales and Wants 
Sheet'. 
Wonder if this would be confined to Radio gear. 
As well as Amateur Radio I am very interested in model railways - both Hornby 0 and DUBLO 
gauges. Could this type of thing be included? Perhaps there are other members with a similar interest 
in this particular hobby. 
Would appreciate this letter being passed on to the appropriate person. 
 

Best 73 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From: Brian Wood RSARS 1302  

193 Robin Way  
Chipping Sodbury  
Avon 

In 1946 whilst still at school I joined the Gloucestershire Regt. ACF at Cheltenham and remained with 
them until I left school. I transferred to the Westbury group about 1948/9 and remained active with 
them until I joined the Army due to National Service. I was posted into the "Mecca", of all Signals, 
Catterick! in March '51. I completed my 4 weeks training with 7SR and was posted to 1TR as it soon 
became and, for my sins, there I was to remain until they opened the gates in Mar '53. As was 
common in those days I was posted to an AER Regt. and eventually completed 12 years voluntary 
service with the AER. On amalgamation of the TA and AER I was transferred from 32 (The Scottish) 
Sig. Regt. to 37 Sig. Regt. (Wessex and Welsh) and remained with them until I resigned on 22 March 
77. I was a serving member when I applied but am now just a plain 'Mr'. My service was spent on the 
technical side, starting in the telegraph field but eventually covering most tech trades until ending up 
as a Foreman. 
My interest in Amateur radio started many years ago but I did little about it until about 1973 when I 
joined the RSGB as a SWL though didn't do much listening. I finally decided I wanted to be able to 
transmit and so the RAE was taken and I finally obtained my G8 (LDX), I was hoping for LDV (dad's 
army)?! but it wasn't to be. Finding 2m a bit boring and having an HF set on the shelf I then obtained 
G4FPI about Nov '76 and have only really got moving on the air since the end of March, for obvious 
reasons. 
73, 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR - Contd. 

 
From: Walter Burnet, G3WZA, RSARS 1242 

56 Sleaford Road, 

Boston,  

Lincs. 
July 19 1977 

 
Dear OM 

Re: Autumn,/Winter 1976 Mercury 
 

 I was interested to see G5YN's reference to the High power radio telegraph station at Heliopolis 

which we called Polygon. I joined the squadron there in Jan. 1946 operating on the High Speed link to 

London. Shortly afterwards we opened a H.S. link with Greece. I remember also being employed for a 

time on switching and tuning the No 5 sets. Incidentally 5 or 6 years ago during a QSO with Bob 

G3DMK these No.5 sets came up in conversation as he was a Foreman of Signals at the time of their 

installation before the war and he was involved with their setting up. I would be interested to hear 

more of these, I believe they were made by Plessey, and had a large PA valve on the top. 

 

Later on in that year I was with a small detachment experimenting on the Port Fouad to Haifa radio 

teleprinter circuit, which we finally handed over to the local area signals as a working circuit, I 

believe it was to 18 Area Signals, a Capt. Rennie was in charge of us with Signalman, later Corporal 

Geoff Lawrence. 

 

I too was introduced to Amateur Radio in the meeting rooms in one corner of the old wooden YMCA 

hut at Catterick in late 1944. My main interest is now QRP C.W. Home Brew.  

 
Hoping this is of interest. 
 

Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 

  G3WZA No. 1242 
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